Italian Air Force Celebrates the 100th Anniversary of the First Rome--Tokyo Flight {#Sec1}
==================================================================================

**A contribution from Public Affairs Office (Ufficio Pubblica Informazione--Relazioni con i media giornalistici)---Aeronautica Militare**

On 14th February 2020, the Italian Air Force opened an exhibition in Centocelle to honor one of the most important milestones of early aviation, the first flight from Rome to Tokyo, 1920. Centocelle was the take-off site for pilots Arturo Ferrarin e Guido Masiero and engine specialists Gino Cappannini e Roberto Maretto. They flew two biplanes Ansaldo SVA9 with wooden frame and fabric skin.

The Chief of Staff of Italian Air Force, Lieutenant General Alberto Rosso, attended the ceremony with the President of the Italy/Japan Foundation, Ambassador Umberto Vattani, and the Japanese Ambassador in Italy, Hiroshi Oe. During the ceremony, the renovated memorial was inaugurated with a laurel crown, and a photographic exhibition opened. General Rosso addressed the attendees, including relatives of the 1920 crew: "This was an endeavor conceived to prove the capability of organizing and using a formation of airplanes. It is important to honor all men involved in that flight, those who perished, and pilots Ferrarin and Masiero with their technicians. That flight highlighted the importance of a crew to support pilots, and this ceremony aims to celebrate those men and acknowledge the historical value of that event as still valid today. The Rome-Tokyo flight can help and inspire us as an example to tackle challenges with humility, dedication, creativity, and determination. Today, that flight may be an inspiration for future endeavors in which Space is the frontier, new technologies are being implemented, and the very same values of those men are necessary".

Museo Storico AM organized the historical and photographic exhibition with the help of Ufficio Storico. Attendees can enjoy multimedia contents, photos, videos, and relics, including original drawings made by Japanese children and donated to the Empress of Japan.

The Flight {#Sec2}
----------

The flight ended after 106 days, with 18,000 km, 112 h of flight, 160 km/h average speed, and welcomed with 42 days of celebrations in Tokyo. The idea of a flight from Rome to Tokyo was of the poet, and aviator, Gabriele D'Annunzio, and shared with Harakichi Shimoi, a Japanese writer teaching in Napoli. D'Annunzio could not be part of the crew as he was involved in the occupation of Fiume.

The General Directorate of the Air Force initially decided to deploy two formations. The first one had five SVA fighters, and the second one four Caproni bombers. The first attempts of the two groups were unsuccessful and terminated in Syria. A third formation was then deployed with two SVA 9 and dispatched biplanes to support operations before and during stopovers. One of the pilots, Arturo Ferrarin, was a WWI ace pilot from Vicenza, and the flight initiated on 14th February.

The airplanes were made of wood and fabric, had an open cockpit, the radiator was not designed for operations in tropical temperatures, and the landing gear was not careened and, thus, were not fit for unprepared terrains. There was no radio, and the navigation equipment included only a watch and a compass.

The arrival in Tokyo was on 31st May 2020. The first to land was Masiero, followed by Ferrarin 1 h later. A crowd of 200000 welcomed the two planes from Europe, and 42 days of celebrations followed and ended with the reception of the Italian aviators at the Imperial Palace. The SVA piloted by Ferrarin was placed in the Imperial Museum of Arms in Osaka.

*The original, Italian version of this article can be found here:* <https://www.aeronautica.difesa.it/comunicazione/notizie/Pagine/Raid-Roma-Tokyo-Centenario-a-Centocelle.aspx>

COVID-19 Emergency: DeMEASS2020 Postponed {#Sec3}
=========================================

The emergency due to COVID-19 had an impact on the teaching and research activity of the universities. With the aim of keeping up, most of the activities were carried out remotely including many conferences scheduled for 2020.

In this framework, the Organizing Committee of the **10th International Conference DeMEASS2020** has firstly decided to postpone the conference to the end of October and, therefore, due to the continuing difficulties of moving between different countries, to spring 2021. By so doing, the aim is to preserve the possibility of promoting intensive and fruitful discussions among the participants during all the conference period. The new date will be available soon in the website of the conference (<https://www.mul2.polito.it/demeass2020/index.php>).

AIDAA Certificates to Aerospace Engineering Graduates {#Sec4}
=====================================================

One of the initiatives to celebrate the first century of AIDAA is a certificate for students completing their B.Sc. or M.Sc. in Aerospace Engineering during 2020. All the Italian universities offering undergraduate and graduate courses in aerospace engineering welcomed this initiative. Students receive the AIDAA certificate during graduation ceremonies. The aim is to promote AIDAA among young professionals and encourage long-standing memberships and cooperation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1AIDAA certificate for aerospace engineering graduates
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